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AMOURETTES ROSÉ 2019

Varieties: Cinsault 48%, Grenache 34%, Merlot 10%, and Syrah 8%

Terroir: The grapes used to make this wine come from a mixture of vineyards that are
on gently sloping land near the base of the Cévennes mountains. The soils are calcareous
clays with varying amounts of small to medium stones, meaning the vines require no
irrigation 

Viticulture: Vines in these vineyards express a good balance between vine growth and
grape production, meaning that there is a moderate amount of crop which has optimum
exposure to the sun - assisted by the bright Southern France climate. Management of the
vines is proactive rather than reactive to minimise the number of interventions needed

Winemaking: This wine was made from grapes picked in the cool of the early morning
to help preserve fruity characteristics.  The juice was fermented and the wine aged in
tanks.

Tasting  Notes: The  light peach pink colour  ushers you in to aromas of white peach
and tangerine juice, along with white cherry and a hint of green melon. On the palate it
is bright,  with zingy acidity, medium weight  and the flavour of white cherries.  Tamlyn
Currin (of JancisRobinson.com) says,  "Paler than their other three pinks, although not what
you would describe as a pale rosé, for which I heartily applaud them. Wet sand and ham and
goji-berry nose. A street-jiving bluster of damsons and blood orange, apple skin and grapefruit
peel, rust and nuts, bresaola and cranberries. Sharp and dry and you could have this as an aperitif
but it's much more interesting with food."

Suggested Food Matches: Try  this  wine with  smoked  salmon,  crevettes,  moules,
melon/parma ham, asian chicken wings, or a summer vegetable pasta

Cellaring: One to three years, depending on storage conditions 
Best served between 8 and 12°C
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